
Lesson Plan – 3rd Grade Math
Name: Whitney Foster Unit/Topic: Unit 5 - Relating Multiplication to Division Week of: Nov. 29 - Dec. 3

Monday Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday:

TEKS/AP Standards: 3.4H determine the
number of objects in

each group when a set
of objects is

partitioned into equal
shares or a set of
objects is shared

equally.
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Objective(s): I can divide to find the
total number of objects in

equally sized groups.
I can divide to find the

total number of objects in
equally sized groups.

I can find the quotient
using the relationship

between multiplication
and division.

I can find the quotient
using the relationship

between multiplication and
division.

I can divide to find the
total number of objects in

equally sized groups.

Bellwork: Multiplication Chart
Practice

Fill in Table of Contents
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Fill in Table of Contents
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Innocent or Guilty
Fill in Table of Contents

Multiplication Chart
Practice

Learning Activity: Flash Cards
BrainPop - Making Equal

Groups
Journal Activity

Skip Counting

Journal Activity - Partitive
& Quotative Problem

Type

Skip Counting

Journal Activity
Write Related Facts

Skip Counting

Journal Activity
Write Related Facts
Unknown Numbers

Flash Cards

Computation Test

QuizIzz Quiz

Key Vocabulary: Divide
Dividend
Divisor

Quotient
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Divisor
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Guided/Independent
Practice:

We will begin by
discussing key vocabulary

using journal pages.
We will then use concrete
objects to model division.

We will complete our
journal page to begin the

lesson.
We will use concrete
objects to solve each

We will complete our
journal page to begin the

lesson.
We will use concrete

objects to show

We will complete our
journal page to begin the

lesson.
We will use concrete

objects to show

Students will complete
their computation test
and then use QuizIzz to
practice division.



Students will complete
the lastI can divide to find

the total number of
objects in equally sized

groups.

Homework - PS 23

problem.

Homework - PS 24

multiplication and
division and write the

related facts.

multiplication and division
and write the related facts.
We will practice finding the

unknown number in an
equation using the

relationship between
multiplication and division.

Homework PS 25

Lesson Closure: Ask students when they
might need to partition
objects into equal sets.

Ask students how
knowing the problem

type can help them
decide how to solve.

Ask students what
representation they

think is the easiest to
interpret and why.

Ask students what
representation they think is
the easiest to interpret and

why.

Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket:

Have students divide 36
counters into 6 groups.

Have students  determine
if a problem is quotative

or partive and solve.

Check for understanding
by observing student

work.

Check for understanding by
observing student work.

Quiz

Key Questions During Lesson:

Create a scenario in which you would need to divide.

How can knowing if a number is even or odd help you decide if a number can be divided into equal shares?


